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Next Run 2108
Date:

8th Apr 2019

Hare: Pumpkin
Run
Site:

Time:

6:00pm

Co Hare:

Theme:

Lightning Park Noranda, From Reid Hwy head South on Malaya Dr, Left
at Benara Rd, Left at Della Rd, Right into Lightning Reserve to car park.

Grub: Yes.

Map Link:

Check Website

Check H4 Run listing on the web site (or click on the link below) and book
your run with Disgraceful or Pole Polisher
Upcumming Runs
Contact the On Sec: Sir Kumsize hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

Run Report 2108, Scotus Maximus @ Yokine Reserve.
Preamble:
Back in familiar surroundings as 44 men of Hamersley surround the van waiting for the call. Before the run
Panels is brought out for his first of 17 run down downs. Scrotus mounts the crate and brags how this is going
to be the best run of the year, he sets the runners off south and the walkers off north.
The Run:
Varied reports of the run came in. Most got lost but the best
account came from Bravefart’s tracking. The walkers got lost
around Shakespeare Avenue and got thoroughly confused by
conflicting trail makings and three seemingly illogical false trails.
Meanwhile, the best orienteers of the runners looped around
Yokine Open Space after a falsie on Wordsworth Avenue headed
north up Dryden Street and hung a left at Virgil Avenue they
muddled through “falsie city” before continuing on Virgil Avenue
finding their way north on Chaucer Street then going left at
Warren Road found it too was a false trail, they headed back and
eastwards on Spencer Avenue before coming back down to the
“false trail hell” and continued on Shakespeare until a tip north
took them on more falsies through the burbs, past the Maccabi
Soccer Club, doing a loop around the Australian Islamic College.
From there it was basically down Alexander Drive and across the
park and on home.

Circle Up & Visitors/Retuniks:
So the RA called us to order and the GM made his ascension. We had Pumpkin, Nice Tits, Popeye, Biggles and
D.A.G.S. as our returniks, they we given a song and a down down then were fucked off.

General Business:
The On Sec started it off with the tradition of being seated in the circle. It went a little like this:
Noncompliant Hamersley Hash House Harriers
Applicants must first obtain a certificate from the H4 Quack, (this will be made known to all cripples soon).
Next the nominee forwards the certificate to the H4 On Sec who then forwards it to the H4 Grand Master for
discussion.
If the noncompliance is permanent, the successful nominee will be given his own noncompliance chair (the
design and format still forthcoming).
If the noncompliance is temporary, the successful nominee will bring his own noncompliance chair.
Modified Traditions for Noncompliant Harriers
Chairs will be placed in the Noncompliance Zone set aside by the H4 On Sec in full view of the H4
Grandmaster.
* Noncompliant harriers may not sit in the circle until the Grand Master has given permission to do so.
* Noncompliant harriers will stand when addressing the Grand Master and at the “hats off” singing of any of
the H4 club songs.
The stealing or mistreatment of a noncompliant harrier’s chair will result in the perpetrator sitting on ice for
the duration of the Grand Master’s choosing.
* Noncompliant harriers are excused from standing if their legs cannot function or if standing causes extreme
pain (this would be an extremely fucked noncompliant harrier indeed).
This is not an entirely new tradition. During Tampax’s reign, at the Ocktoberfest run of 2013, a motion was
passed at that circle that H4 hashmen with debilitating parts preventing them to stand may be seated during
the circle.
Popeye brought up in general business the Winks has won more than the Carlton Footy Club. Biggles wanted
an ETA on the H4 Annual, the GM reported that it was 90% done. D.A.G.S. reported that Hamersley won a
sand-ski tournament overseas, Precious advised us that the haberdash trailer with be at the next run. Baron is
still in hospital following surgery but is doing well. Panels brings out 15 mates to help him with the remaining
16 run down downs. Panels also gave us all a drink token in celebration of his 1700 runs.
Charges:
Pumpkin on Mullaway for wanting a threesome with Perth Harriette Kabab, charged differed to Mullet for
Kabab liking such a thing. Mullet on MauSei for being a show-off, suckhole wanker to Baboon, picture of
MauSei with Baboon’s Telsa as evidence. Screwdriver on Precious for as the Haberdash not advising
Bravefart he was dressed incorrectly, Bravefart took the charge. GM on Scotus for not having a proper drink
stop on trail.
ARSE Report:
R.A jumps back on the crate to try to restore some order from these noisy cunts. Bravefart is bought out for
ice for being disrespectful, he shows his Platinum card off. “Sorry cunt, its April Fools, that don't work no
more, take a seat cunt”, the RA advised him, poor Bravey.
Word of the week: MauSei is bought out for the clue and he immediately trumps D.A.G.S. and escapes the
ice. The word is “Peperakou” a maori word, the closest to get this right was Kazi, guessing decrepit and getting
a boong egg. The RA tells us it means an old cunt. Boof immediately says there is no word for cunt in Maori,
the RA suggests that's why the black cunts call him Boof instead.
On this day in history: the clues are a political thing happened in 1924 what would be up XYZ's alley and a big
tekornologikal thing happened in 1976. Boof the fuckwit guessed the iPhone not in 1976? But he was closest
and got a boong egg, in 1976, Apple was formed. The other one was XYZ's uncle Adolf was put away to be
looked after by Tampax's grandfather and started writing Mein Kampf.
Mac The Mouth is called out “We wanna see if a crippled Collingwood cunt can spin a coin better than that
limping Sydney rag, nope not a chance, the fuckwit bounces it off the bus, even Rads can't find the fucking
thing, the RA should have given him a dollar fifty to toss.
3 random spinners, Wallbanger took a few spins to get it right and got a trump card and ice, not too hard to
figure this one out right? Nope, even after being coached by the RA to trump out to Wimpy the dumb cunt sat
down himself. He didn't want to pick on Wimpy, he will learn. Coops quickly replaced him on the ice, and
Mase spun a down down.

WOW:
Our midget incumbent, Mullaway gets Pumpkin out for making up stories about our mate’s little girl and
threesomes. Scraper is pulled out by the fat cunt for asking when Hashcation is. A bit late dumb cunt. C Man
nominates Bravefart for actually having a daughter and making dirty comments about someone else’s
princess. While he is gobbing off the RA grabs the big cunt up on national T.V. this week, and having almost
fuck all to say for once, not even calling his deckies a cunt for the first time ever. Mullaway not included in the
voting, he got the buttfucker’s airline tickets out of here but the RA hinted that he would be wearing the shirt
if the cunt comes back. The crowds favourite is Bravefart I quote the RA saying “wear it with pride amongst
the V.C. next week baldy”.
H4 Honours: Tonight we Congratulate:
Panels 1700 Runs, Mac The Mouth gets his long awaited 40 year hat and at the same time give C Man an
accolade for being televised on his boat with a Hamersley hat on.
Run Report:
Popeye reported they went over, went back, got lost, found trail again, he gave it 8 out of 10.
Ice:
Kazi for being a smart arse, Screwdriver, apparently interrupting the RA, Scrotus for “going off” while being
charged, Bravefart at the RA’s pleasure, Wallbanger, Coops and D.A.G.S. done during the RA’s segment.
Next Week’s Run:
Pumpkin, Lighting Park Noranda.
Next week’s van driver:
Ampol
Hash Lunch:
Stirling Arms, 117 James Street Guildford. 7 minutes walk east from Guildford train station. $15.00 will get you
a decent lunch and you can buy a middy from $3.50. Pints are rumoured to be cheap. The On Sec is taking the
day off to check out the claims made by Tagg about this venue.
Hares Act:
Some dirty limericks.
Song:
Mac The Mouth led us in HAMERSLEY.
H4 Hashhouse:
Bacon Sandwiches.
ON ON Sir Kumsize
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Rocky City’s Annual Pink Breast Run

Trinidad & Tabago 2020

Tuesday 16th April 2019

24 -26 April 2020

Aussie Nash Hash

Your Hash event here

Port Douglas, Queensland
3-5 May 2019

Contact: hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

